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’Unland’: The Place of Testimony
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Fig.1

Doris Salcedo

Unland: audible in the mouth 1998

Tate. Presented by the Patrons of New Art through the Tate Gallery Foundation 1999

© Doris Salcedo

View in Tate Collection

Unland audible in the mouth, 1998 (fig.1), is one of a series of three sculptures by Doris

Salcedo given the collective title Unland. The other works are Unland: the orphan’s tunic, 1997.

(Fundació "la Caixa", Barcelona) and Unland: irreversible witness, 1995–8 (San Francisco Museum

of Modern Art, fig.2). The three Unland sculptures stem from the testimonies of victims of the civil

war in Colombia. Over a period of three years Salcedo spoke to many children who had witnessed

the murder of their parents. She says, ‘I was trying to place myself in their situation. The children

wanted their story to be known. In Colombia, you are aware that you are invisible, especially in the

countryside. They simply wanted to exist’.  While Doris Salcedo’s sculptures are concerned with

the victims of violence in her own country, they are not bound by this frame of reference. In a much

wider sense they deal with the life of anyone who has been bereaved and the manner in which those

individuals’ experiences can be conveyed and understood by others. At the same time, Salcedo is

preoccupied by the formal language of sculpture and its material presence for the viewer. This

paper is about the sculpture Unland: audible in the mouth, 1998, and how this work fits into the

themes and concerns of Salcedo’s work.
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Fig.2

Left: Doris Salcedo

Unland: irreversible witness 1995-8

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

Right: Doris Salcedo

Unland: the orphans tunic 1997

Fundació “la Caixa” Barcelona (installation view at Tate)

© Doris Salcedo

Doris Salcedo carries out extensive research into the lives of those affected by Colombia’s civil

war, a conflict that has lasted intermittently since 1948. She interviews the relatives of the dead and

the ‘disappeared’, or comes to know them through the records of humanitarian workers. In the case

of the Unland sculptures she travelled to a chaotic and violent region in northern Colombia. There

she met children from the area who were living in orphanages or on their own, and observed the

way their lives developed over a period of time. More than the stories she was told by the children,

or the words they used, Salcedo states that it is the condition of their lives which have been

distorted by their experiences of loss that surfaces in the Unland sculptures. The sculptures

constitute a material testimony of those experiences and their enduring impact on the lives of those

involved. Salcedo explains that rather than adopting a perspective from outside, the Unland

sculptures were made from the point of view of the lives of those affected and their inner turmoil

and trauma.  Salcedo employs the testimonies of such witnesses as a foundation for her sculptures

but steers away from a direct relation between these testimonies and the final work. Her sculptures

are never an illustration of these narratives, nor are they confessional props. She avoids explicit

images and instead tends towards poetic representation, abstracting the experiences recounted to

her by using simple materials indicative of the environment and poverty which surrounds the

victims. She uses simple wooden or metal furniture combined with clothing or organic substances,

including hair and bone. These items, the vocabulary of daily life, are used in such a way that the

sculptures can be understood as profoundly intimate objects yet ones that also strike a universal

chord.

Each of the Unland sculptures is made from two tables which have had the legs cut off at one

end and then have been joined in the middle to create an elongated table. Salcedo used ordinary,

sturdy, domestic tables, rough, uneven wooden structures with surfaces marked and notched by age

and use. The very basic, unadorned and impoverished nature of the materials relate the sculptures

to the circumstances of the victims. All but one of the tables used for the Unland series were bought

by Salcedo, the other was one she found discarded. Salcedo has commented, ‘I was looking for

appropriate materials for the work and tables seemed right. They are everyday objects for most of

us, but for country people they are expensive. I’m not telling a story and I’m not using the tables as

a metaphor. The tables become something else. It is about metamorphosis. They become

independent creatures. For the "Unland" series I joined two different tables together. They look

familiar – for many of us the table features as one of our earliest memories.’  Unland: audible in

the mouth is assembled from a table made of pine and another of oak. The pine table is narrower,

lighter in colour and less substantial than the oak table (fig.3)
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Fig.3

Doris Salcedo

Unland: audible in the mouth 1998 (detail)

Tate

© Doris Salcedo

While the familiarity of such objects facilitates empathy, there is clearly something unnerving,

or at least structurally precarious about the objects. Despite their robustness, none of the tables fit

well together. Salcedo says, ‘In "Unland" I joined disparate sections of old wooden tables together –

we spend our life around tables and their familiarity helps to draw you in. Yet these objects have

been forcibly united...and appear to be like the mutated remains of an accident.’  The tables are

different heights and widths and seem to lean into one another uncomfortably, as though they might

collapse. The legs where the two tables meet have been removed, but the sawing has been done in a

rudimentary manner and has been left uneven and misshapen. The awkwardness and abruptness of

the join is entirely deliberate. Salcedo has stated ‘obviously there was no effort to make them fit

properly.’  This mismatched join makes explicit the fact of repair. The tables sit like two pieces of

broken bone that have been set badly and fused incorrectly, leaving a permanent, visible

disfigurement. It suggests an equivalent distortion in life. Salcedo says, ‘if somebody that is close to

you or if somebody that you love has been killed then your life is distorted. It hasn’t ended ... and

you have to go on with the distortion.’  The objects used in Salcedo’s work are cut down,

fragmented or otherwise mutated and recombined into forms that no longer have a use. They are

deprived of their function in a way that is analogous to the dysfunction caused by extreme trauma.

Fig.4

Doris Salcedo

Unland: audible in the mouth 1998 (detail)

Tate

© Doris Salcedo

Salcedo and her assistants drilled innumerable tiny holes into the surface of each of the Unland

sculptures, through which they sewed hair and thread. The process of making was a time-consuming

one. Salcedo says the hairs’are literally sewn or woven into the table through pre-drilled holes and it

took years of laborious work for a team of volunteers to complete the sewing. The fine web created

appears to change colour as you walk round it.’  The strands were cross-hatched over the surface

of the table until they built up into a delicate texture of fibres. In Unland: audible in the mouth the

hair and thread was woven across the width of the tables, against the grain of the wood which runs

lengthwise (fig.4) The thread is much denser towards the end of the pine table and the two legs also

have thread woven horizontally around them. As the amount of thread diminishes towards the
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central seam where the two tables meet, more hair was used. It becomes more visible and

pronounced on the surface of the oak table, though it decreases again towards the end where the

legs were left bare. The artist used black and dark brown human hair and raw silk thread. The

sculptures invite anthropomorphic readings: it has been noted that the pattern created by the holes

in the surface suggests’epidermal pores’  whilst the denser configuration of hair and thread that

extends down the middle of the surface of Unland: audible in the mouth evokes a spine.  In this

sense the table appears to be a prostrate body, lying exposed and vulnerable.

It was a deliberate strategy on the part of the artist to find a process that would be both lengthy

and absurd to make the sculptures. Salcedo says she wanted to find a way of working that would

seem like a huge expenditure, or waste, of time, energy and effort, in order to evoke the extreme

conditions and waste of life that occurs in violent regions of the world.  This method results in a

surface that slows the eye, necessitating a pause to examine the work. The intricate web of hair

draws the viewer closer, but while seeming to offer the possibility of proximity both with the

sculpture and the experience of the victim it embodies, the work simultaneously denies such a

contact. It resists looking. No matter how closely or for how long one examines the surface one sees

nothing more than the basic materials. In the same way Salcedo avoids any elaboration on the

testimonies in the work and ultimately denies the viewer access to the specific experiences of the

victims. While the life of the victim is present, Salcedo says this presence should be felt, rather than

learnt like a story. She says she imposes no precise meaning on the work, leaving it open and

allowing the viewer to bring to it their own experiences and memories of pain.  Talking about the

Unland series Salcedo has commented that the sculptures contain many of the principal themes of

her work: ‘the idea of silence, the idea of displacement, the idea of absence, of course violence,

war, but all these ideas are shown in the quietest way possible.’ And, she continues, this is done,

‘without actually much happening on the surface.’

Fig.5

Doris Salcedo

Unland: the orphans tunic 1997

Fundació “la Caixa” Barcelona (detail)

© Doris Salcedo

Although made from similar basic materials, each of the three sculptures differs significantly

from the others. Unland: the orphans tunic has a piece of fabric covering one end of the table, then

a narrow band of thickly sewn hair running across its width (fig.5). The sculpture relates to the

testimony of a six year old girl who had witnessed her mother’s death and who would not remove a

dress her mother had made for her. At one end of Unland: irreversible witness is a small cradle, a

child’s or doll’s bed, lying sideways on the table across its width. It is sewn to the table in a way that

makes it appear as though it is dissolving into the table’s surface. Unland: audible in the mouth was

the last of the Unland sculptures Salcedo made and is the most minimal of the three works. It was

not prompted by a single testimony but as Salcedo explains is a work in which many testimonies
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overlap.  Each of the sculptures could be considered as a kind of pieta, but reversed so that a child

mourns the loss of a parent rather than the other way around. As such they become an embodiment

of tragedy and compassion and the idea of the innocent victim.

Salcedo’s work plays on the familiar made strange through the meeting of opposites, for

example, the human and the inhuman or organic and inorganic substances. Her sculptures consist of

materials such as metal, wood, concrete, bone and animal membrane. The juxtapositions of these

substances in her work are deliberately out of the ordinary and unsettling. In the Unland sculptures

it is the unexpected combination of wood, thread and hair that achieves this effect. The objects

remain recognizable but it is evident that they have undergone a mutation, the result of a violent

gesture. The use of organic materials, which are bound, sewn or otherwise bonded to the sculptures,

suggests wounding, suturing and scarring. Doris Salcedo has commented that such combinations of

materials are similar to the effects of a bomb exploding, in which everyday items are strewn

together incongruously, producing ‘monstrous relationships’. She explains: ‘It is always the idea of

something that is common, that we all recognise, turned into something that has undergone a

process that is obviously violent ... these tables are sick, something has happened ... the idea is to

create something that is disquieting.’  The combination of different materials or objects, the

encounter between things that are not in their proper place or do not belong together in normal

circumstances is a strategy Salcedo employs to unnerve the viewer. Tables, she says, should be

clean but the Unland tables are covered with hair.  These combinations are designed to be

disturbing, to make the familiar strange or unheimlich: un-homely or uncanny. As Freud points out

in his essay on the uncanny, in German ‘unheimlich is obviously the opposite of heimlich [homely],

heimisch [native] – the opposite of what is familiar.’  In darkness the home becomes unfamiliar –

unheimlich – and frightening for children. The destruction of the home that happens in the course

of war makes this process permanent, absolute. Referring to the poet Paul Celan, Salcedo states that

art has an uncanny side. Celan recognized this when he said ‘poetry, like art, moves with the

oblivious self into the uncanny and strange to free itself.’ This way of thinking is fundamental to

Salcedo’s work.

The tables are transformed by the process of sawing. Salcedo says she was concerned with the

act of sawing and with the absurdity of this act. She says, ‘what was important for me at this point

was to make a metamorphosis, to make these tables, this element that we all know, we spend our

lives around tables, it is the most common object for us. I wanted them to become, to go through

this metamorphosis, to become something completely strange.’ The simple wooden tables appear

familiar, until one notices the layer of human hair which seems to grow out of the wood. Salcedo

was interested in the precarious nature of the materials, the fragility of the hair. This hair embodies

the purely human aspect to which Salcedo has often referred. Hair has for centuries been a

symbolic keepsake or token, sometimes preserved in lockets or letters; it is an intimate part of the

loved one kept nearby oneself, signifying union, a focus of memory or a relic. Hair has uncanny

properties; it is a peculiarity that hair and nails continue to grow for a short time after death. Hair

can also be viewed as matter expelled from the body, which the philosopher Julia Kristeva

elucidates in her interpretation of abjection and in this sense it is also disquieting. According to

Kristeva the process of abjection helps to establish bodily boundaries, which enable the infant’s

separation from the mother. The encounter with abject materials harks back to a time prior to

separation and the pain of breaking away from the mother.

’Unland’ is a word invented by Salcedo. It refers to the condition of dispossession and

displacement that occurs during war. Equally it draws attention to the idea that no one can really be

said to own the land they inhabit. Describing the people whose experiences form the basis of her
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work, Salcedo says they ‘are usually people in the more distant rural areas of the country, who have

suffered ongoing displacement as individuals, families and entire communities. The title... of

‘Unland’ reflects these circumstances.’  Salcedo also relates the word to Hannah Arendt’s

writings about concentration camps. Arendt considered the camps as a location of crimes that were

pernicious for all humanity not just a certain group of people; to her they were crimes against the

very status of mankind. Salcedo adopts this attitude in her description of places where conditions

are extreme and life has become restricted to the point that it is intolerable. Salcedo has said that

‘the planet is full of these zones where we abandon people and anything can happen’, and that there

are such zones in Colombia where life, meaning human life with full rights not merely the basic

condition of subsistence, is not possible.

The title Unland was inspired by the poet Paul Celan’s word-invention and use of language, in

which words frequently have multiple connotations. When there was no word that sufficiently

expressed Celan’s meaning, he coined new, hybrid or fragmentary ones, often using negation to

create such words. Rather than simply being landless, having no-land or being without-land, un-land

implies loss. The prefix ‘un-’ denotes absence, lack, reversal, the cancellation of an action or state

of being; it indicates deprivation, separation or reduction to a lesser state.  Unland is a term

suggesting dislocation and the loss of that sense of permanence and belonging in which identity is

rooted. Unland thus encompasses alienation, the transformation of a secure environment into one

that is uninhabitable and inhospitable. For Salcedo it also refers to a place in which it is necessary to

continue living even in drastically transformed circumstances.

The link with Celan’s poetry is made even more explicit by Salcedo’s choice of lines from his

poems for the subtitles of each of the Unland sculptures. Celan’s introverted and elliptical poems

are founded in his experiences of the Holocaust. Salcedo says that Paul Celan, whose parents were

both killed in the Holocaust, is also a model, or paradigm, of the orphan as someone who is

disenfranchised and isolated from the world. She has commented on how the event of his mother’s

killing is very present in his work  His language is full of silences, hesitations and ruptures.

Everything that is said is deliberate and considered, but is the result of an extreme effort

characteristic of testimony.  The layout of the words on the printed page, their material presence

as individual components in the structure of the poem, is a way for Celan to interrupt the

conventional flow of language and create a rhythm different to ordinary speech and text. Celan’s is

the faltering language of a difficult and painful memory excavated from the past, revealed in traces

and fragments. His poems utilise the abstract power of language in a way that is paralleled by

Salcedo’s use of pared down, concrete physical form. The phrase ‘audible in the mouth’ is from

Celan’s poem An Eye, Open, originally published in 1959 in a collection called Sprachgitter

(Language Mesh):

Hours, May-coloured, cool.

The no more to be named, hot,

audible in the mouth.

No one’s voice, again.

Aching depth of the eyeball:

the lid

does not stand in its way, the lash

does not count what goes in.

The tear, half,

the sharper lens, movable,

brings the images home to you.
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Celan’s poems return time and again to eyes and the act of seeing; they contain many

references to sight and blindness. Often what he expresses is the failure of sight, implying a painful

or traumatic experience or image. Loss of vision suggests the extent of the trauma in the incapacity

of the eyes to see and adequately process what is seen. In Salcedo’s work there is a similar

fluctuation between visibility and invisibility, between what is revealed and what remains hidden.

This is apparent both formally in the materials of the sculpture and in terms of the testimonies she

has collected. Vision is often frustrated or challenged in her work. However in Unland: audible in

the mouth vision is deliberately resisted by the minimal surface, which is free of any detail or

attribute that could have specific narrative connotations. Salcedo says that the idea that vision gives

us power is denied in this piece.  Like much of Celan’s poetry, An Eye, Open seems to be about

the unavoidable act of witnessing. It describes the experience of witnessing through the minutely

observed physical actions of the eye. Celan’s poetry implies the overwhelming nature of sight, the

eye open to atrocities that cannot be related in words. The eye filled with tears, the eye ‘aching’

because it is impossible to shed tears. The poem describes loss, grief and the inability to mention the

dead. The ‘no more to be named’ may be the victims who no longer form a part of life, perhaps not

named because it has been prohibited to mention them, perhaps because it is too painful or because

it is not necessary as they will no longer respond to their name when called. Now dead they can no

longer be encountered. Alternatively, they may be the perpetrators of violent acts.

An Eye, Open is also about the inability or impossibility of bearing witness. ‘Audible in the

mouth’ implies the moment before or outside speech, something inaudible or inexpressible. Salcedo

interprets the phrase as conveying something felt from within that is beyond understanding or

verbalization.  Words forming in the mouth, but not yet spoken out loud, they can almost be tasted

like sweat or sensed like fear. Thoughts are expressed not as language but through bodily responses,

making the physical toll and pain of trauma apparent. Beyond sound and its articulation as

language, this testimony is unutterable. In a similar way, Salcedo’s works and the stress they put on

the silence of the victim, embody the paradox that ‘the true witness is the one who cannot testify’

because of the literally unspeakable horror of what has been witnessed or experienced. This

paradox arises either through the blocking of memory, or under oppressive regimes through torture

and fear of the consequences of testifying. Finally, it may be because the true witnesses are those

who do not survive or return to testify. The act of making testimony addresses the very limits of

communication.

Salcedo’s works deal with the contradictions inherent in survival; life continues but is

unrecognisable and unbearable. Horace Engdahl has identified this as a particular characteristic of

testimony, in contrast to those writing history: ‘Historical research describes concluded events. For

the witness and their interpreters the event never stops happening’.  Primo Levi, a survivor of

Auschwitz, addressed the complexities of surviving and bearing witness to atrocities in his final

book The Drowned and The Saved. He pointed to the impossibility of healing: ‘once again it must

be observed, mournfully, that the injury cannot be healed: it extends through time.’ Levi quoted the

philosopher Jean Améry, who was tortured by the Gestapo, ‘anyone who has been tortured remains

tortured... Anyone who has suffered torture never again will be able to be at ease in the world, the

abomination of the annihilation is never extinguished. Faith in humanity... is never acquired

again.’  Testimony is given and experienced, following Levi, in the present moment and this is

what Engdahl calls its perpetual present tense. Salcedo’s work presents the experiences of

testimony as immediate reality, not as historical events tied to a moment in the past. We are not told

when the incidents happened that underlie the Unland sculptures. Salcedo has stated the

impossibility of bringing the presence of the parents into the present moment, the powerlessness of
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art to deliver such a presence. Instead the sculptures encapsulate an absence. Nevertheless, Salcedo

has commented on the way in which the work represents a continuation, a preservation of life and

the experience of the victim, bringing it into the reality of the viewer: ‘The sculpture presents the

experience of the victim as something present – a reality that resounds within the silence of each

human being that gazes upon it. It is because of this that the work preserves life, offering the

possibility that an intimacy develops in a human being when he or she receives something of the

experience of another. Art sustains the possibility of an encounter between people who come from

quite distinct realities.’

Salcedo’s work manifests the experiences of those who have witnessed the sudden, violent

death or disappearance of a loved one, or more specifically that element of each of the stories that

is recognizable to all. This quality Salcedo identifies as the ‘purely human’ aspect. Quoting Franz

Rosenzweig she says’art is the transmission without words of what is the same in all human

beings.’  Yet she also comments on the way that death brings out each person’s individuality;

‘when one dies ... it is the moment when we become absolutely singular. It is the moment when

nobody can help us; nobody can do anything for us.’  Salcedo’s sculptures are a conduit for the

testimonies of others and she sees her role as that of a secondary witness: ‘I am trying to be a

witness of the witness... every work of art is made in a specific place, in this case in Colombia, in a

very precise date, 1997-1998, but also they should be open to different dates and to different

places.’  The works arise from specific experiences but apply to any circumstances where

intolerance exists. A crucial aspect of Salcedo’s works is what Nancy Princenthal has called ‘the

hiddenness of the work’s literal contents.’  Salcedo rarely reveals more than the bare essentials of

the testimonies behind the works. As a ‘secondary witness’ she intends her works to adopt a

specific position in relation to the victims and their stories and it is not one of direct transcription.

In speaking about her work, Salcedo also makes reference to the work of the philosopher

Emmanuel Levinas. From his philosophy she adopts the concept of responsibility for the other,

which Levinas terms being-for-the-other (rather than for the self). This idea is indebted to

Dostoyevsky whom Salcedo cites as a further influence: ‘without responsibility an idea of

community is impossible. That is why I try to keep in mind the famous line from Dostoyevsky’s The

Brothers Karamazov that is also so close to what Levinas writes and which seems to me a good

model to emulate, a proposition that we should all make our own: ‘we are all responsible for

everyone else – but I am more responsible than all the others.’  This is reflected in the condition of

being hostage that Levinas referred to in his essay Substitution: ‘to be oneself, the state of being a

hostage, is always to have one degree of responsibility more, the responsibility for the responsibility

of the other... It is through the condition of being hostage that there can be in the world pity,

compassion, pardon and proximity.’  Salcedo’s work conveys the idea of a common humanity, that

every tragedy or death diminishes each one of us and all mankind must bear the ultimate

responsibility. Her work underlines the obligation towards the other. Levinas writes’responsibility

for the other, this way of answering without a prior commitment, is human fraternity itself, and it is

prior to freedom.’  Responsibility is not a matter of free choice since ‘responsibility for the other

precedes every decision, it is before the origin.’  Similarly, for Salcedo her work is the result of an

imperative; she says that for her ‘the presence of each victim imposes itself.’

Salcedo’s work has consistently addressed the acute sorrow of loss and mourning. She has often

made groups of related sculptures. During the late 1980s she made sculptures, mostly untitled, from

metal-framed furniture which she dismantled then reassembled into functionless shapes. She bound

sections of them in animal membranes made from intestines, such as the joints of Untitled, 1987

(T07836, fig. 6).
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Fig.6

Doris Salcedo

Untitled 1987

Tate: Purchased 2002

© Doris Salcedo

View in Tate Collection

She also made a series of works relating to massacres that occurred in 1988 at two plantations,

called La Negra and La Honduras. They consist of stacks of neatly folded, white shirts, hardened

with plaster, through which tall metal spikes had been thrust. The artist ensured that the spikes did

not pass through the shirts at locations corresponding with the position of major organs in the body

as a way to avoid a literal reading of the works. Atrabiliarios (Defiant), 1991-6, consists of a series

of cavities made directly in the walls where they are displayed, into which worn shoes are placed;

sometimes in pairs, at other times individually. At first the artist used old, worn shoes that had

belonged to the ‘disappeared’ given to her by their families, but later she made works with shoes

from unspecified sources. The cavities are each sealed with a piece of translucent animal

membrane, stretched across the opening and held in place by individually tied sutures of coarse

surgical thread. In a similar way to the shoes included in this series, the tables used in the Unland

sculptures indicate the course of a life through the wear and tear that appears on their surfaces. In

this way the objects Salcedo selects already possess a temporal dimension, the time stored up in the

life of the objects indicating the daily life of their owners. Because of these characteristics, which

become emphasised when the works are displayed in pristine, white galleries, they project a sense

of humility. When shown together the Unland sculptures have usually been displayed in an evenly

distributed light, which reduces the impact of shadows and increases the emphasis on silence and

stillness.

La Casa Viuda (The Widowed House), 1992-5, is a series of sculptures combining parts and

remnants of furniture and doors, onto which are grafted pieces of clothing or bone. They establish

an equivalence between the home and its occupants, and the threshold of domestic space and of the

body. As the title suggests, in both cases this threshold has been transgressed. The works evoke

homes destroyed by violence and robbed of their occupants; the overwhelming effect generated is

that of absence. The series of untitled sculptures made from 1992 to 2001 also used domestic

furniture. Each piece of furniture is filled with concrete, such as the wardrobe in Untitled, 1998

(fig.7). Within the concrete other pieces of furniture, or sections of them, are partially visible. In

some of the sculptures steel reinforcing rods protrude from the concrete, while in others the ghostly,

petrified presence of items of clothing can be seen. Literally entombed in concrete, these works

communicate the absolute nature of mortality.
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Fig.7

Doris Salcedo

Untitled 1998

Tate. Presented by the American Fund for the Tate Gallery 1999

© Doris Salcedo

View in Tate Collection

Salcedo made the Unland sculptures towards the end of the 1990s. Subsequently she has made

several multi-part installations, including Tenebrae Noviembre 7 1985, 1999-2000 and 6 de

Noviembre 2001. These are the first of her works not to employ used furniture or found objects.

Instead they consist of chairs with elongated legs, cast from lead and steel, which are arranged as

though violently disordered. The series relates to the seizure of the Palace of Justice in Bogotá by

guerrilla fighters, and its aftermath, which occurred on 6 and 7 November 1985. The incident led to

the killing of over one hundred people, including eleven Supreme Court judges, and the complete

destruction of the building. Salcedo explains that it came to signify an assault on the idea of justice.

On the anniversary of the seizure on 6 and 7 November 2002, Salcedo staged an ephemeral

sculpture, called simply Noviembre 6 y 7 2002, in which chairs were suspended on the exterior of

the new Palace of Justice building. The first chair was suspended at 11.35 am., the time when the

first person was killed, and the piece lasted as long as the actual duration of the massacre. Doris

Salcedo has created other site specific interventions, such as one for the 2003 Istanbul Biennial in

which old chairs were used to fill the space between two buildings. Furniture is made for the body,

to support and fit the shape and dimensions of the human form, and create space for living beings.

Salcedo’s sculptures highlight the absence of those whose presence gave the objects their function.

Her work is about loss, grief and mourning, but it does not address commemoration or create

monuments in the conventional sense. Salcedo’s work points to a tendency during the 1980s and

1990s in which memory became a key subject for artists. One aspect that sets Salcedo’s work apart

is the centrality and place of testimony in her work.

Salcedo’s art points to the precarious balance between remembering and forgetting, in which the

possibility to continue living exists. To remember faultlessly is impossible but would be devastating.

To entirely forget would be equally appalling since without memory there is no basis for conscience,

guilt or shame, all of which inspire prohibition and restraint. Without memory the sense of

responsibility for an act dissipates. And yet, forgetting is not a malfunction or failure of memory; it

is a characteristic that enables people to continue living. The apparent inability to register and

recollect traumatic events is a fundamental and necessary aspect of survival. The human mind

protects itself against trauma. This is why Primo Levi characterises the act of testimony as a

violence upon the self. Yet Levi also spoke of the need to testify, saying ‘it is necessary to do

(useful?) violence to oneself, to induce oneself to speak of the fate of the most helpless.’40
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Doris Salcedo’s work draws on complex ideas which link her art to poetry and philosophy.

Nevertheless, in each instance her sculptures are physical embodiments of actual experiences and

testimonies. The power of the work is in its ability to convey the essence rather than the particulars

of those testimonies to the viewer. Celan and Salcedo are both concerned with enabling an

encounter, through an art form, that facilitates empathy and a shared experience. As Celan said ‘the

man whose eyes and mind are occupied with art ... forgets about himself. Art makes for distance

from the I.’  Salcedo’s works convey, with extreme subtlety and profundity, the nature and place

of testimony within individual and collective experience. They address the predicament of the

individual who has witnessed unspeakable events and must continue living. Her work goes beyond

pathos, and whilst it seems paradoxical to speak about beauty, or even to use an oxymoron like

‘terrible beauty’, her work has a disquieting elegance and poise. While seeming to confirm the

indelible nature of scars left by trauma, Salcedo’s work also points to a singular hope in humanity.
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